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1) This is my #Qanon thread for June 13, 2020

Q posts can be found here:

qanon.pub

Android apps:

qalerts.app/app/

Q Drops and POTUS Tweets
Think for yourself. Get real-time Q Drops and Trump tweets. Do Research. QAnon.

We are the news now. WWG1WGA!

https://qagg.news

QMAP: Mobile Apps
RSS feeds that you can use with your favorite RSS reader

https://qmap.pub/info/mobile

https://threadreaderapp.com/
https://threadreaderapp.com/user/prayingmedic
https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1271885398214500354
https://threadreaderapp.com/user/prayingmedic
https://threadreaderapp.com/hashtag/Qanon
http://qanon.pub/
https://qalerts.app/app/
https://qagg.news/
https://qagg.news/
https://qmap.pub/info/mobile
https://qmap.pub/info/mobile


My Theme: Have Faith in Humanity.

2)

3) Linked Video

https://www.youtube.com/embed/zPG_0m2RMxE

4)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EaakXUFUwAE7hkh.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EaakvF5UEAAtGHT.png
https://www.youtube.com/embed/zPG_0m2RMxE


5)

6) The attempts to sow division that we see at present are the desperate acts of evil people
trying to regain control of that which they lost.

7)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EaaksQuU0AEwpKg.png
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8) We are standing at the precipice.
If we resist the schemes of evil people to divide us and instead, choose to unite, a positive
change will occur.

If we do not, society is doomed to continue in darkness.

0:00

9) Although evil people have enslaved many of us in urban ghettos and robbed us of our
destinies, history proves that oppressed people will, in time, rise up against tyrants.

10) To remain silent _living in fear [controlled] is to remain powerless.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EaauV-YVcAAebNv.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EaaylmRU4AED46e.png
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POWERLESS | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
powerless definition: 1. having no power: 2. having no power: 3. without the power

to do something or to prevent…. Learn more.

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/powerless

11)

12) The tactics that are being employed to move society to the next level are impossible for
most people to understand.

Focus on the "why." 
(We desire a change)

The change is happening as we speak.
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13)

14) Biblical times?

15) Q has proposed that major changes must be made to our current form of government. 

I suspect that when POTUS is re-elected and has the support of Republican majorities in the
House & Senate, sweeping changes will be made to institutions that have been corrupted.
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16) Link. 
https://www.ushistory.org/declaration/document/

17) Who controls many U.S. politicians?

You awake is their greatest fear.

18) Nothing to see here.
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19) General Flynn wrote an article describing the critical moment in which we live. He
emphasized the need for prayer and proposes that we "accept God in the lifeblood of our
nation."

Gen. Flynn on Chaos in US Cities: Tyranny & Treachery Are in Our Mid…
'Let us not fear the uncertainty that comes with the unknown, instead accept it and

fight through that sense of fear.'

https://www.westernjournal.com/exclusive-gen-flynn-forces-evil-want-steal-freedom-da…

20) This was the response of Molly Jong-Fast—a writer for the Daily Beast.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Eaa9BtBUYAEhRmb.png
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21) Q's response. 

https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1271909520135110658

22) The tweet by Molly Jong-Fast was deleted.

23) As Q talks about our need for unity, you might check out this song by @FiveTimesAugust

https://www.youtube.com/embed/xIRoFM0lPKI

24)
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25) The story of William H. Carney— the first black soldier to earn the Medal of Honor. 

William H. Carney: The first black soldier to earn the Medal of Honor
From slave to sergeant, a Civil War hero's story.

https://www.militarytimes.com/military-honor/black-military-history/2018/02/06/william-h…

26) Joe Biden comments on racial integration from 1977

Sheryl Gay Stolberg
@SherylNYT

NEW: @USCGouldLaw prof @droithmayr spotted this 1977 Biden 
quote. He warns that unless there is "orderly integration" (he favored 
housing, not busing) "My children are going to grow up in a jungle, the 
jungle being a racial jungle . . " w/@AsteadWesley 
nytimes.com/2019/07/15/us/…

8,105 4:20 PM - Jul 15, 2019

9,323 people are talking about this
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28)

The Daily Show
@TheDailyShow

“Nobody should be going to jail for the use of drugs. They should be 
going to mandatory rehabilitation. We should be building rehab centers, 
not more prisons.” @JoeBiden

11.5K 12:01 PM - Jun 11, 2020

3,764 people are talking about this

29)

Karli Q 
@KarluskaP

Replying to @TheDailyShow @JoeBiden

We Remember!

11.7K 12:32 PM - Jun 11, 2020

10.4K people are talking about this
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30)

31) Hillary Clinton waxes eloquently about how a greater police presence reduces crime.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/j0uCrA7ePno

32)

33) Joe Biden: "If you have a problem figuring out whether you're for me or Trump then you
ain't black."
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Joe Biden says voters 'ain't black' if they support Trump - CNN Video
Joe Biden apologized hours after he told a popular African-American radio host that

anyone struggling to decide whether to support him or President Donald Trump in

the general election "ain't black."

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/05/22/joe-biden-you-aint-black-breakfast-clu…

34) Q's response.

35) Joe Biden: "I didn't have many large contributors... I went to the big guys for the money. I
was ready to prostitute myself.... they said, "Come back when you're 40, son."

https://www.youtube.com/embed/oysFCNPg0DA
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